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Abstract—In recent years, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC)
has been proposed to increase battery lifetime of mobile devices.
However, offloading on Cloud infrastructures may be infeasible for latency critical applications, due to the geographical
distribution of Cloud data centers that increases offloading
time. In this paper, we investigate the use of Mobile Edge
Cloud Offloading (MECO), namely offloading to a heterogeneous
computing infrastructure featuring both Cloud and Edge nodes,
where Edge nodes are geographically closer to the mobile device.
We evaluate improvements of MECO in comparison with MCC
for objectives such as applications’ runtime, mobile device battery
lifetime and cost for the user. Afterwards, we propose the Edge
Cloud Heuristic Offloading (ECHO) approach to find a tradeoff solution between the aforementioned objectives, according to
user’s preferences. We evaluate our approach by simulating offloading of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) representing mobile
applications through the use of Monte-Carlo simulations. The
results show that (1) MECO can reduce application runtime by
up to 70.7% and cost by up to 70.6% in comparison to MCC
and (2) ECHO allows user to select a trade-off solution with
at most 18% MAPE for runtime, 16% for cost and 0.5% for
battery lifetime, according to user’s preferences.
Index Terms—Edge Computing; Mobile offloading; DAG
scheduling; Heuristics; Monte-Carlo simulations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile devices are becoming more popular in the last
years, thanks to their increasing hardware capabilities and
faster processors. Consequently, mobile applications become
more complex and provide an increasing amount of services.
However, this complexity requires an increasing amount of
processing power and energy. Since such devices have limited
battery capacity, it is important to reduce energy consumption
of mobile applications to increase devices’ battery lifetime and
consequently improve user experience.
In recent years, computation offloading has been proposed
as a solution to this problem [1], [2]. Computation offloading
pursues energy saving on mobile devices by offloading computation to a remote computing infrastructure. Results of the
computation are then downloaded from this infrastructure to
the mobile device. We refer to this technique as Mobile Cloud
Computing (MCC) when offloading on a Cloud infrastructure.
Many works like [3], [4], [5], [6] discussed MCC. However, most of these works do not focus on latency critical
applications. Since latency is strongly affected by geographical
distance, a significant slowdown could be experienced when
offloading these applications to the Cloud, due to the geographical distribution of Cloud data centers. This can prevent
users offloading to Cloud and therefore affect provider’s profit.

We discuss Mobile Edge Cloud Offloading (MECO) as a
solution to this problem. In this approach, offloading latency is
reduced by exploiting Edge nodes, geographically closer to the
user. We propose a model for MECO, considering parameters
such as application running time, battery lifetime and user cost.
Based on this model, we define a simulation framework for
MECO and use it to simulate offloading of Directed Acyclic
Graphs (DAGs) representing mobile applications, showing
improvements for the aforementioned objectives in comparison
to MCC. Finally, we propose Edge Cloud Heuristic Offload
(ECHO), an heuristic offloading approach to select a trade-off
solution for these objectives, according to user’s preferences.
Our evaluation uses different DAG models of mobile applications, used in works like [7], [8] to model computations.
We perform our evaluation using Monte-Carlo simulations, as
this method allows to accurately model the variability of the
underlying Cloud/Edge infrastructure and the mobile devices.
Our results show that MECO can reduce running time of
mobile applications in comparison to MCC by up to 70.7%
and reduce cost by up to 70.6% with a 3% increase of battery
lifetime. Also we show that ECHO can find a trade-off solution
for different types of applications, with at most 18% MAPE
(Mean Absolute Percentage Error) for runtime, 16% for cost
and 0.5% for battery lifetime, according to user’s preferences.
The paper is organized as follows: we provide a background
for MECO in Section II. Then, we define our theoretical model
in Section III and ECHO approach in Section IV. Simulation
framework and experimental setup are defined in Section V.
Results are discussed in Section VI. Finally, we discuss related
work in Section VII and conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Mobile applications
Mobile applications can be executed either on a mobile
device or offloaded to a computational infrastructure. Applications are composed of different interdependent tasks,
each one with different requirements. Dependencies and task
requirements can affect task offloading: for example, task
could not be offloaded because it needs specific devices, not
available on the remote infrastructure (e.g. camera or GPS),
or because task execution depends on another task’s results.
Both these issues are discussed in Section III-A.

B. Mobile offloading
With mobile offloading, a mobile application (or part of it)
is offloaded from a mobile device to a remote computational
infrastructure. In Figure 1, we summarize the offloading process. We assume that offloading is performed by a software
component running on the mobile device called offloading
engine. Offloading engine decides which tasks to offload and
which tasks to execute on the mobile device, based on the
application’s and infrastructure’s data collected during execution. Once offloading terminates, the infrastructure executes
tasks and sends the results to the mobile device. This process
repeats until the application terminates.
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Fig. 1: Offloading model.
C. Offloading engine
We identify the main components of offloading engine in
Figure 1: (1) Application profiler profiles the application,
extracting DAG structure and identifying tasks’ requirements
and dependencies; (2) System monitoring is monitoring data
about remote infrastructure, and (3) Decision engine, collects
data from the other two and performs offloading decisions. In
this work, we focus on the decision engine. We assume that decision engine has already collected the application DAG model
annotated with requirements and offloading possibility for each
task from the Application profiler, as well as the information
about remote infrastructure from System monitoring. Application and infrastructure model are described respectively in
Sections III-A and III-B. Concerning user preferences, we
identify the following objectives: (1) Application runtime, the
running time of the mobile application; (2) Battery lifetime, the
lifetime of mobile device battery, and (3) Cost, the additional
cost charged to user for offloading application to the remote
infrastructure. Objectives are described in Section III-D.
III. M ODEL
A. Application model
Application modeling requires representing task requirements and interdependencies between the tasks. In [3], [9],

mobile applications are defined as a graph where nodes
are the tasks and edges represent the dependencies between
them. Therefore, we define a mobile application as a DAG
A = {Ta , La }, where Ta defines the set of all the application’s
tasks and La ⊆ Ta × Ta defines the dependencies between
tasks. Tasks are defined as in Definition 1:
Definition 1. A task ti ∈ Ta is defined as ti =
(MI, RAM, DATAin , DATAout , OFF) where MI are the millions of
instructions of the task, RAM the amount of memory required
by the task, DATAin and DATAout respectively the size of task
ti input data and the size of ti output and OFF ∈ {0, 1} where
OFF = 1 if ti can be offloaded, 0 otherwise.
By MI(ti ), RAM(ti ), DATAin (ti ), DATAout (ti ), OFF(ti ) we
denote, respectively, millions of instructions, required RAM,
size of input and output data and offloading possibility of task
ti . We also define STORAGE(ti ) = DATAin (ti ) + DATAout (ti )
as the amount of storage required by the task ti . Links define
precedence relationships between tasks, namely,
Definition 2. A edge li,j ∈ La is a couple lij = (ti , tj ), where
(1) ti , tj ∈ Ta . and (2) ∃ lij =⇒ ti is executed before tj .
For each lij we define latency(lij ) as the maximum
acceptable latency between tasks. Also, we define bandwidth
requirements for lij as bw(lij ). Finally, we define δin (ti , τ )
and δout (ti , τ ) respectively as the set of ti incoming/outgoing
edges at time instant τ .
B. Infrastructure model
The type of infrastructure that we define in this work is a
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) infrastructure.
Definition 3. We define a MEC infrastructure as I =
{NI , LI }, where NI is the set of computational nodes and
LI the network connections between the nodes.
NI , is defined as NI = {CI , EI , md}, respectively
the set of Cloud nodes, the set of Edge nodes and
the mobile device md. We define the mobile device md
as md = (CORES, MIPS, RAM, STORAGE, BATTERY, coords),
where CORES(md) is the number of cores of the device,
MIPS(md) represents the millions of instruction per second
that each core of md can execute, RAM(md) is the amount
of RAM of the device, STORAGE(md) is the amount of
storage of the device, BATTERY(md) the amount of energy of
mobile device battery and coords(md) the GPS coordinates
of the mobile device. We define a Cloud node ci ∈ CI as
ci = (CORES, MIPS, RAM, STORAGE), where CORES(ci ) is the
number of cores available on the node, MIPS(ci ) is the million
of instruction per second that ci can execute, RAM(ci ) is the
amount of RAM of ci , STORAGE(ci ) is the amount of storage
available on ci . Edge computing moves computation to Edge
nodes, geographically closer to the user, reducing latency of
moving data to geographically distributed Cloud data centers
across the Internet. Therefore, the main characteristics of Edge
nodes are (1) a limited amount of resource compared to the
cloud nodes, and (2) geographical proximity to the user, in this

case, the mobile device [10]. Therefore, we define an Edge
node ei ∈ EI as ei = (CORES, MIPS, RAM, STORAGE, coords),
where CORES(ei ) is the number of cores available on the node,
MIPS(ei ) represents the millions of instruction per second
that each core in ei can execute, RAM(ei ) is the amount of
RAM available in ei , STORAGE(ei ) is the amount of storage
available on the node and coords(ei ) the GPS coordinates of
the Edge node. This last parameter will be used to decide
whether the Edge node is reachable by the mobile device.
Regarding LI , LI = NI × NI . For each link lij ∈ LI
we define the latency between ni and nj latency(ni , nj ),
where latency(ni , ni ) = 0, and the bandwidth of the link
bw(ni , nj ), where bw(ni , ni ) = ∞.

We also define a function φ that returns the computational
node where a task ti is executed. Formally,
φ(ti ) = nj : ∃(ti , nj ) ∈ D(A, I).

Once execution of a task ti terminates at a given instant τ (ti ),
it is removed from the DAG and a partial deployment of the
tasks in the set Ta (τ (ti )) is performed. Ta (τ (ti )) is obtained
removing from La all the edges in δout (ti , τ ) and adding
to Ta (τ (ti )) all the tasks ti ∈ Ta such that δin (ti , τ ) = ∅.
Deployment is complete when Ta = ∅.
We define a complete deployment D(A, I) as the union of
all partial deployments, namely
[
D(A, I) =
Dτ (A, I),
(4)

C. Deployment

τ =[0,τend ]

We define the deployment of tasks to the infrastructure’s
components and its relative constraints. Deployment of an
application A over an infrastructure I is a mapping of the
tasks in Ta to the nodes in NI and of the edges in La to the
physical links in LI . A task can be executed either on a mobile
device or offloaded to a Cloud/Edge node. Since dependencies
between tasks impose an order on their execution, deployment
of A over I is performed in different time steps. In each time
step we execute only tasks ti ∈ Ta such that δin (ti , τ ) = ∅.
Such tasks are defined as ready. We define as Ta (τ ) the set of
tasks in Ta that are ready at time step τ . We define the partial
deployment of tasks Ta (τ ) as a set Dτ of pairs (ti , nj ), with
Dτ ⊆ Ta (τ ) × NI , such that
(ti , nj ) ∈ Dτ ⇐⇒ ti is allocated to node nj .

(1)

More tasks can be assigned to a computational node, as soon
as node capacity constraints are respected. We define Dτ (ni )
as the set of tasks mapped to node ni at instant τ , namely
ti ∈ Dτ (nj ) ⇐⇒ ∃j : (ti , nj ) ∈ Dτ .

(3)

(2)

We define a valid partial deployment for application A on
infrastructure I, Dτ (A, I). A partial deployment is valid only
if (1) all the tasks are deployed only once on the infrastructure
and (2) all deployments of tasks on nodes satisfy the capacity
constraints of the nodes, namely:
Definition 4. A deployment Dτ (A, I) of application A on
infrastructure I is valid ⇐⇒
S
1) nj ∈NI D(nj ) = Ta (τ );
2) (ti , nj ) ∈ Dτ (A, I), OFF(ti ) = 0 =⇒ nj = md ;
3) (ti , nj ) ∈ Dτ (A, I) ⇐⇒
P
a) Pti ∈Dτ (nj ) CORES(ti ) ≤ CORES(ni );
b) Pti ∈Dτ (nj ) RAM(ti ) ≤ RAM(ni );
c) S ti ∈Dτ (nj ) STORAGE(ti ) ≤ STORAGE(ni );
d) Sti ∈Dτ (nj ) δin (ti , τ ) ⊆ δin (ni , τ );
e) ti ∈Dτ (nj ) δout (ti , τ ) ⊆ δout (ni , τ );
f) ∀(ni , nj ) ∈ δin (ti , τ ) latency(ni , nj ) ≥
latency(ni , nj ), (ni , nj ) ∈ δin (ni , τ );
g) ∀(ni , nj ) ∈ δout (ti , τ ) latency(ni , nj ) ≥
latency(ni , nj ) (ni , nj ) ∈ δout (ni , τ ).

where τend is the time when Ta = ∅.
D. Problem definition
Our goal is to find a valid deployment D(A, I) that optimizes for different objectives. According to objectives selected
in Section II-C, we define offloading in Equation 5.

min RT (D(A, I))



max BL(D(A, I))
(5)
min U C(D(A, I))



With D(A, I)s.t.Definition 4
Functions RT (D(A, I)), BL(D(A, I)) and U C(D(A, I))
are defined in Equations 6, 11 and 17, respectively
1) Running time: The first goal is to minimize the application runtime, that we define as
RT (D(A, I)) = τend ,

(6)

where τend is the time when Ta = ∅. For each task ti , τ (ti )
depends on the running time of ti on a node ni , namely
RTlocal (ti , ni ), and the time for offloading task ti to node
ni , OT (ti , ni ). We define RTlocal (ti , ni ) as follows:
RTlocal (ti , ni ) =

MI(ti )
MIPS(ni )

(7)

Offloading time OTup depends on data transferred to φ(ti ) the
bandwidth available between mobile device md and φ(ti ). To
offload ti , we need to transfer the binary and the input data
DATAin (ti ). We assume that the binary size is proportional to
the number of instructions. Therefore, we define OTup as
OTup (ti ) =

MI(ti ) · instr size + DATAin (ti )
.
bw(md, φ(ti ))

(8)

We assume instr size = 5 × 10−9 (https://www.strchr.com/
x86 machine code statistics). Conversely, OTdown is the time
to download results from the target node φ(ti ):
OTdown (ti ) =

DATAout (ti )
,
bw(md, nj )

(9)

finally, we define the running time of a task ti as
RT (ti ) = τ (ti ) + OTup (ti ) + RTlocal (ti , φ(ti ))
+ OTdown (ti ), (10)

where τ (ti ) is the instant at which the task ti is deployed. If task is executed on the mobile device, RT (ti ) =
RTlocal (mi , ni ), as bw(md, md) = ∞ (See Section III-B).
2) Battery lifetime: Battery lifetime is defined as the percentage of energy budget left on device md at the end of the
execution, namely
BATTERY(md) − Ed (md, D(A, I))
BL(D(A, I)) =
. (11)
BATTERY(md)
Energy is defined as the integral of the instantaneous power
over time. Therefore, we define energy consumption on the
mobile device md for deployment D(A, I).
Z

RT (D(A,I))

Ed (md, D(A, I)) =
0

Pp (ti , τ )+

ti ∈D(md,τ )

X

+

X

Poff (ti , φ(ti ), τ ) dτ. (12)

ti :φ(ti )6=md

Where Pp (md, τ ) is the instantaneous power draw for processing on mobile device md at the instant t, Poff (ti , τ ) is
the instantaneous power draw for offloading task.
a) Mobile device energy consumption model: For energy
consumption of mobile device, we employ the CPU model
designed by [11], described by Equation 13:
i<CORES(md)

Pp (md, τ ) =

X

βfreq (i, τ ) · Ucpu (md, τ ) + βbase ,

i=0

(13)
where βf req (i, τ ) is a constant dependent on the frequency of
core i at the instant τ , βbase is a hardware dependent constant
and Ucpu (md, τ ) is the CPU utilization of device md at the
time τ , as defined by Equation 14.
P
ti ∈D(n) MI(ti , τ )
Ucpu (n, τ ) =
(14)
MIPS(n)

3) User cost model: The cost for user depends on where
tasks are executed, the amount of resources used and the
running time. User cost for a deployment D(A, I) is defined
as the sum of the costs each task execution, as in
X
U C(D(A, I)) =
uc(ti ).
(17)
ti ∈A

At the time we write, finding a pricing strategy for Edge
computing is seen as an open research challenge by [13] and
typical pricing strategies used for Cloud are not applicable to
the Edge contexts [14]. Therefore, we define our cost model
for Edge and Cloud as follows: if a task ti is offloaded on
Cloud, the user pays the price for Cloud resources during
the running time of ti . If the task is offloaded on Edge, the
user will pay the price they would pay on the Cloud, plus a
additional quantity, defined by a function pe , for executing task
on Edge. Such increment is because execution on Edge will
reduce the latency, increasing the value perceived by the user.
Also, providers can ask an higher price for execution on Edge,
due to the additional cost for deploying nodes in proximity of
the user. Therefore, this additional pe should maximize both
provider’s revenue and user satisfaction. We define then the
cost for executing task ti as


0, φ(ti ) = md
uc(ti ) = p(φ(ti )) · RT (ti ), φ(ti ) ∈ CI


p(φ(ti )) · RT (ti ) + pe (φ(ti ), η), φ(ti ) ∈ EI
(18)
Where pe depends on a η parameter that models if user prefers
a lower latency or a cheaper price. We define the pe (vi , η)
function in Equation 19.
s
η · p(M(ti )) + Tf
Tf (ti )
−
, (19)
pe (ti , η) =
η
η 2 · minnj ∈EI RT (ti , nj )
where
P

Tf

=

P

ni ∈CI

latency(md,ni )
|CI |

+

1
CORES(ni )

−

latency(md,nk )
|EI |

b) Energy consumption for offloading: According
to [12], energy consumption of network transfer has a linear
relationship with the time required to perform the transfer of
the task ti on the node nj . Such relationship depends on the
type of connection between the nodes, the bandwidth available
on the link and if the node is an Edge or a Cloud node. We
employ Equation 15 for energy consumption of offloading:

and η is a value between 0.01
nk ∈EI
and 1, where a value closer to 0.01 means that user prefers
to have lower latency, while a value closer to 1 indicates
that user prefers price over latency. In [15] it is shown that
this function maximizes both providers’ revenue and users’
satisfaction, making it a possible pricing model for Edge.

Pof f (ti , nj , τ ) = conn (nj )·Unet (ti , nj , τ )+Kconn (ni ), (15)

Finding a deployment for application A on infrastructure I
is an optimization problem with three objectives, as defined in
Equation 5. Solutions to this type of problems can be found
with multiobjective metaheuristics, such as MOPSO [16]
and NSGA-II [17], or list scheduling approaches like [18].
However, here we propose ECHO (Edge Cloud Heuristic
Offloading), a heuristic based offloading approach similar to
works like [19]. This choice is due to the shorter computation
time in comparison to aforementioned approaches, that makes
it more suitable for offloading of latency sensitive applications.
Deployment process is summarized in Section III-C. The main
activity of this process is selecting a target for the execution

where conn (ni ) models the relationship between network
utilization and instantaneous power draw and Unet (ti , nj , τ )
is the utilization of network at time instant τ , namely
Unet (ti , nj , τ ) =

DATAnet (ti , τ )
,
bw(md, nj )

(16)

where DATAnet (ti , τ ) is the amount of data offloaded at time
instant τ . Time for transmission between md and nj is calcuDATAin,out
lated as bw(md,n
+ latency(md, nj ). Kconn (ni ) represents
j)
a hardware related constant.

IV. ECHO APPROACH

Algorithm 1 ECHO Approach
1: function ECHO(t, α, β, γ)
2:
compN odes ← compatibleN odes(t)
ˆ ← ∞, UˆC ← ∞, BT
ˆ ← −∞
3:
RT
4:
for n ∈ compN odes do
ˆ then
5:
if RT (t, n) < RT
ˆ ← RT (t, n)
6:
RT
7:
end if
8:
if U C(t, n) < UˆC then
9:
UˆC ← uc(t, n)
10:
end if
ˆ then
11:
if BL(t, n) > BL
ˆ ← BL(t, n)
12:
BL
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
mS ← ∞
16:
for n ∈ compN odes do
ˆ , UˆC, BL,
ˆ α, β, γ) < mS then
17:
if score(n, s, RT
ˆ , UˆC, BL,
ˆ α, β, γ)
18:
mS ← score(n, s, RT
19:
target ← n
20:
end if
21:
end for
22: return target
23: end function

by infrastructure. To perform our simulation, we developed an
extended version of FogTorchPI based on the model defined in
Section III. We (1) added support for mobile devices, (2) added
an energy consumption model for mobile devices, (3) included
our cost model, (4) added support for DAG scheduling and (5)
included our offloading model. The extended version of the
framework is available online (https://bitbucket.org/vindem/
fogtorchpi-extended). The input of our Monte-Carlo simulation is the infrastructure setup, consisting of the hardware
characteristics of the computational nodes, including mobile
device, network configuration and QoS, as well as the mobile
application that has to be executed. The simulation is run
1000000 times to ensure a confidence interval of 95%. Since
different deployments can be generated during these runs, due
to the high variability of the simulated environment, we store
all the obtained deployments in a histogram, storing for each
deployment the frequency at which it occurs. We consider only
the deployment with the highest frequency in the histogram
for comparisons of different algorithms.
B. Computational nodes

of a task. The selected target should be capable of optimizing
for all the objectives defined in Section III-D. The idea behind
ECHO is to find a target n minimizing
ˆ , UˆC, BL,
ˆ α, β, γ) = α(RT (t, n) − RTˆ(t))
score(n, s, RT
ˆ
ˆ − BL(t, n)), (20)
+ β(U C(t, n) − U C(t))
+ γ(BL(t)
ˆ and BTˆ(t) represent the local optimum
where RTˆ(t), U C(t)
value for each objective, namely the minimum runtime, the
minimum user cost and the maximum battery lifetime. α, β
and γ are user-defined parameters defining how much the user
values that specific objective. The heuristic is summarized
in Algorithm 1. In lines from 4 to 14, we iterate over the
compatible nodes (the nodes that are capable of hosting the
ˆ
ˆ
task t) to find RTˆ(t), U C(t)
and BL(t).
Then, we select
among the compatible nodes the one with the lowest score
(lines 16-21). Score is calculated according to Equation 20.
V. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Simulation framework
The evaluation of different scenarios is performed through
simulations, because of the unavailability of real-world Edge
infrastructure to perform our experiments. At the time we
write, several simulation frameworks for Edge/Fog computing has been proposed, such as iFogSim [20] and EdgeCloudSim [21]. However, they either do not support cyberforaging or do not allow us to specify our energy and cost
model. Also, Monte-Carlo simulations are more suited for the
variability of the target environment, according to [22], and
have several applications on DAG scheduling, such as [7],
[23]. For this reason, we decided to extend FogTorchPI [24]
to perform our simulations. FogTorchPI is a Monte-Carlo
simulation framework for selection of the best deployment
for an application on a Fog infrastructure, according to parameters such as application requirements and QoS provided

Our first goal is to compare Mobile Cloud Computing
(MCC) and Mobile Edge Cloud Offloading (MECO). For the
MECO scenario, we set a infrastructure with 1 Cloud node
and 1 Edge node. For the MCC scenario, we set instead a
infrastructure with 2 Cloud nodes, to compare scenarios with
the same amount of computational nodes. We assume that
these amount of nodes is a realistic estimation of the nodes
that are reachable by a mobile device and that is providing
enough resources for execution of selected applications. We
assume that CPU, RAM and storage specifications of Cloud
nodes, as well as mobile device specifications, do not change
during each different run of the simulation. This is because in
real world scenarios, hardware configuration of computational
nodes is rarely changing during one single application execution. We assume that Edge nodes have less capabilities than
Cloud nodes in terms of cores, MIPS, RAM and storage [10].
The hardware specifications and hardware resources cost for
each node are shown in Table I.
Node Cores RAM Storage
Cloud-*
Edge-*
Mobile

64
16
2

128
8
8

1000
250
16

MIPS
per core
15
15
4

Core RAM Storage
cost cost cost
0.03 0.02 0.01
0.03 0.02 0.01
0
0
0

TABLE I: Hardware configuration.
Concerning mobile device, we need to consider also energy
consumption for the calculation of battery lifetime. We use
the energy model defined by Equation 11, with the energy
consumption coefficients specified by [12]. Coefficients are
summarized in Table II.
C. Network infrastructure
Connections between mobile devices and Cloud/Edge infrastructure is often unreliable, due to several environmental
factors and user mobility. Therefore, we need to model this

Coefficient
Value
βfreq
6.9320
βbase
625.25e − 6
3g
0.025e − 6
K3g
3.5e − 6
wif i
0.007e − 6
Kwif i
5.9e − 6

TABLE II: Energy coefficients for Equations 13 and 15.

unreliability in our scenario to perform an accurate simulation.
We model the QoS provided by each link li ∈ LI as a
random variable QoS(li ) = (latency(li ), bw(li )). We assume
that each node is reachable by the mobile device using two
different types of connections: 3G and WiFi. The availability
of the two connections is also determined according to a
random variable. If both are available during the execution,
the faster between the two is selected. For the QoS, we
use the probability distribution of FogTorchPI [24] which is
summarized in Table III.
Connection

Availability

3G

0.75

WiFi

0.25

1) Navigator: The application is described in [8], while
its structure is summarized in Figure 2 and its requirements
are outlined in Table IV. According to our analysis, the
parameter that is mostly affecting application offload is the
size of the map, over which the app computes the path
to reach destination. Therefore, we vary the map size over
map = 25, 50, 100, 500mb, that we observed to be realistic
map sizes handled by mobile navigation applications. These
values are set as λ1 parameter of the exponential distribution
used to generate different map size for each run. Map size is
used as output data for MAPS task and as input/output for
PATH CALC and TRAFFIC.

QoS profile
Latency Bandwidth Probability
(ms)
(Mbps)
54
7.2
0.9957
∞
0
0.043
15
32
0.9
15
4
0.09
∞
0
0.01

Fig. 2: DAG of Navigator app.

Task

TABLE III: Network availability distribution.
latency = ∞ and bandwidth = 0 mean that connection is
not available. For Cloud offloading, also Internet transmission
delay has to be considered, that is estimated by [25] to be
between 100 and 300 milliseconds. We model it as a Gaussian
random variable with µ = 200 and σ = 33.5.
D. Mobile applications setup
Rather than typical DAG used for DAG scheduling simulations, we select DAGs of mobile applications, described in
works like [3], [4], [26], [5]. This choice is because these test
cases are more suited for the scenario that we are investigating
than typical scientific workflows used for DAG scheduling
simulations. The DAG structure used for this paper comes
from the description of each application in the aforementioned
works. We select four applications: (1) Navigator, that models
the behavior of a GPS navigation software; (2) Facerecognizer,
that models an image processing application that recognizes
a face in a picture; (3) Antivirus, that models the behavior
of a antivirus software and (4) Chess, that models a chess
game between the user and the phone AI. We select the
first two because they are representative of typical mobile
applications, the Antivirus app to model the behavior of a
data intensive application and Chess to model the behavior
of a computational intensive application. For each DAG, the
darker nodes are the ones that are not offloadable. We describe
each DAG in the following sections.
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TABLE IV: Navigator app requirements.
2) Facerecognizer: Facerecognizer app is described in [3].
From the description, we extract the DAG of Figure 3.
According to our study, the parameters affecting the most the
offloading process is the size of the image that application
has to process. The image size is used as input size of
FIND MATCH and DETECT FACE. For these values, we
perform different experiments choosing different values for
1
λ , namely image = {10, 100, 500, 1000}kb. All parameters
are summarized in Table V.
3) Antivirus: Antivirus app is described in [4]. This application scans the content of the local file system against
a library of 1000 virus signatures. For this application, the
most impacting parameters are the size of the virus signatures
library and the size of the file to be scanned. For the input

Fig. 5: DAG of Chess app.

Fig. 3: DAG of Facerecognizer app.
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TABLE VII: Chess app requirements.

VI. R ESULTS

= image

We describe the simulation results for mobile applications
offloading. The goal is to show how MECO improves performance in comparison to MCC. To this end, we employ
three heuristics: (1) MinMin, defined in [19] that for each
time step, offloads ready tasks in the order that guarantees the
shortest running time; (2) MinCost, that for each time step
offloads ready tasks to the node that guarantees the minimum
user cost (that means, it will select the mobile device, if it
has enough resources available), and (3) MaxBattery, that for
each time step offloads ready tasks to the node that guarantees
the maximum battery lifetime. The results that are shown
in this section are averaged over 1000000 runs, that ensures
us enough statistic significance. We use the metrics defined
in III-D and the parameters identified in V.
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size of the SCAN FILE component, we perform different
experiments using as λ1 the values file = {10, 100, 1000}
and 1000 as λ1 for the output size of LOAD LIBRARY, as
done in [4]. The other parameters are summarized by Table VI.
Cores

Cores

= image

TABLE V: Facerecognizer app requirements.

Task
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= file

5

A. MECO vs MCC

= file + 1000
1

1
5

We perform two sets of experiments: in the first one,
we vary the main parameter of each application (e.g. map
size for Navigator, image size for Facerecognizer, file size
for Antivirus, MI for compute move in Chess) and evaluate
the difference between MECO and MCC for runtime, cost
and battery lifetime. In the second set of experiments, we
fix the application’s main parameter and perform multiple
executions of the applications’ offloadable tasks. For the first
set of experiments, we observe a difference between 1-2%
for all objectives in all applications. This is because in this
case, offloading is performed only once per offloadable task.
Therefore, the effects of MECO are observed only once, with
a limited effect on applications. However, by increasing the
number of runs of the offloadable part, we observe a decrease
of the running time when using also Edge nodes by up to
39% for Navigator, 70.7% Facerecognizer and around 30%
for Antivirus. In Figure 6 we show only the results for Facerecognizer application, for brevity. Results for runtime, cost
and battery lifetime are obtained using, respectively, MinMin,
MinCost and MaxBatt. For Chess application, however, we
do not observe any improvement with MECO: this is because
of the low amount of data transmissions happening on this
application, that reduces the effects of lower latency on runtime. Conversely, the high improvement in terms of runtime for

TABLE VI: Antivirus app requirements.
4) Chess: Chess app is described in [3]. In this application,
what affects the most the offloading decisions is the COMPUTE MOVE task, that represents the computation of next AI
move. This task consists in evaluating all the possible moves
and can be a very computationally intensive task. Therefore,
we set the λ1 for the cores required by the task to and vary the
1
λ for the MI of the task between chess = {5, 10, 20, 40}
to simulate the varying computational requirements. Task
requirements are summarized in Table VII.

Fig. 4: DAG of Antivirus app.

Facerecognizer is justified by the high amount of data transfers
during the application’s execution. Regarding cost and battery
lifetime, all applications express trends similar to Facerecognizer results. In Figure 6b we observe that cost depends on η
parameter and the running time. For η = 0.01, for example,
cost of MECO dramatically increases, as this setting generates
higher prices for Edge nodes. For other values, we see that for
a lower number of runs (25-50) MCC is the most economic
alternative, due to the additional price for using Edge nodes.
However, for higher number of runs, MECO becomes the costeffective alternative, as the dramatic reduction of runtime has
a positive effect also on the cost for offloading the application.
We observe a similar trend for other applications, with MCC
being the cost-effective alternative until 50 runs for η = 0.1
and a slight decrease for η = 1.0. When increasing the number
of runs, MECO becomes the cost effective alternative also for
η = 0.1. Concerning battery lifetime, we observe an increase
around 3% when using Edge nodes. This is because energy
consumption network transmission is significantly lower than
the energy consumption of computation, therefore reducing the
effects of lower latency on energy consumption. In conclusion,
MECO is recommended for long running applications with
many offloadable tasks, regarding runtime and battery lifetime.
Regarding cost, it depends on the η and the number of runs,
as for some values of η and for less than 50 runs, the runtime
improvement does not payoff the additional cost of MECO.
B. ECHO
In this section we evaluate the performance of ECHO versus
three other heuristics: MinMin, MinCost and MaxBatt. We use
these heuristics to evaluate how the solution selected by ECHO
is close to the value of these other heuristics. We can see
that, for η = 0.01, the trade-off identified by ECHO is either
close to the minimum runtime or to the minimum cost. This
is because the higher price values obtained setting η = 0.01
has a strong effect on the score of each solution: as we can
see from Figures 7a and 8a, the lower difference in terms of
cost cause the heuristic to find a trade-off with a cost closer
to the minimum, causing however a runtime two times higher.
Afterwards, when the difference in terms of runtime increases,
the heuristic selects a runtime closer to the minimum, causing
however a dramatic increase in terms of cost. This can be
fixed by choosing different values for the weight coefficients.
However, for higher values of η, our heuristics is able to
find a solution that almost overlaps with all the other optimal
values, due to the lower difference in prices generated by this
setting of η. In Table VIII we summarize our results for all
applications, calculating the MAPE of our solution between
the optimal value for each objective. We can see that results
are strongly related to the values of weights α, β and γ: in
Table VIIIa, where all objectives have the same importance,
we see that trade-off solution gets a lower MAPE for runtime,
with a negative effect on cost, due to the bigger range over
which runtime values are distributed; However, by giving an
higher importance to cost (an higher β value), we see that
MAPE for cost objective is lower. It is also of note that by

Application RuntimeCostBattery
Navigator
15.97 17.3 0.48
Facerecognizer 18.06 42.5 0.18
Antivirus
10.37 68.1 0.07
Chess
2.48 99.3 0.01

(a) α = β = γ = 1.0.

Application Runtime Cost Battery
Navigator
52.4 4.56 0.48
Facerecognizer 68.75 5.53 0.18
Antivirus
34.29 16.59 0.07
Chess
2.5 3.65 0.01

(b) α = 0.1, β = γ = 1.0.

TABLE VIII: MAPE between results of ECHO and other
heuristics, calculated for η = {0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 1.0}
setting α = 1 and β = γ = 0 we obtain the MinMin results,
while for β = 1 and α = γ = 0 the MinCost and for γ = 1
and α = β = 0 the MaxBatt results.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Several MCC frameworks have been proposed in [3], [4],
[5], [26], [27], [6], [28]. In [8] an offloading approach based
on model checking is presented. In [29] a programming model
for mobile applications considering MCC is introduced. Paper [30] proposes container-based virtualization for MCC. The
possibility to employ Edge nodes to support mobile application
has been discussed by [31]. In [32] authors focus on reducing
mobile application execution delay using MECO, while [33]
identifies a trade-off between energy consumption and execution delay. However, both these works target fully offloadable
applications. More similar to our work, in [9] a policy for
partial offloading of DAG-structured mobile applications is
proposed. However, they consider only battery lifetime. Works
like [34], [35] aim at finding a trade-off solution for power and
delay. A discussion of different offloading techniques for the
Edge context can be found in [36]. In addition to these works,
we also consider costs for user. Cost models for the Edge
have been discussed in [15], [14]. DAG scheduling heuristics
are described in [19], [37], while Monte-Carlo simulations for
DAG scheduling are discussed in [7], [22].
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE W ORK
This work’s main contribution can be summarized as follows: first, we describe MECO as a possibility to enhance
capabilities of mobile devices, considering as objectives running time, user cost and battery lifetime. Then, we design
a simulation framework and use it to compare MECO and
MCC. Comparison is performed by simulating offloading of
DAG models representing real-world mobile applications and
showing that MECO can reduce mobile application runtime
by up to 70.7% and cost by up to 70.6% with a 3% increase
of battery lifetime. Finally, we propose ECHO, a heuristic
approach for offloading that allows users to find a trade-off
solution between three objectives. As future work, we plan
to investigate different offloading techniques, based on multiobjective metaheuristics such as PSO and NSGA-II. Also, we
plan to validate the simulator and extend our model by considering (1) multiple mobile devices, (2) different Edge/Cloud
providers and (3) workloads of mobile applications, based on
the LiveLab [38] traces. Finally, we would like to consider different objectives, such as provider profits and infrastructure’s
energy consumption.
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Fig. 6: Results for Facerecognizer application with increasing executions of offloadable parts.
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Fig. 7: Application Navigator, runtime for different η.
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